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Tourism and real estate industry account for an increasing proportion in national economy in recent years. According to this 
trend, this paper based on the ancient capital of Xi’an as object of study, focuses on the relativity analysis of tourism and 
landscape engineering on real estate industry and other related industries, makes the empirical research of the influence typical 
urban landscape engineering of Xi’an on real estate price, and provides the basis for their combination.
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1. Introduction
Tourism and real estate industry both belong to the third industry. In recent years, Influenced by the urban 
management idea, tourism and real estate industry are becoming closer in the city. Many scholars studied on the 
relationship between tourism and real estate industry from different angles. Foreign scholars’ research is mainly 
from the concept of timeshare vacation. They were mainly involves the prospect (Withiam, Glenn, 1998), industrial 
development (Woods, Robert H, 2001), and product consumers (Rezak, Sarah, 2002) of the timeshare vacation.
Domestic scholars’ research is mainly from the concept of tourism real estate [1]-[3]. Hu Hao (2005) discussed the 
development, distribution types and management pattern of metropolitan Tourist Real Estate, and the interactive and 
integrated relations between tourism and real estate industry from the perspective of urban management and 
governance [4]. Shi Jin-liang, Zhou De-li (2007) analyzed the internal relations between tourism and real estate 
industry from the perspective of industry association, and provided the theoretical basis for their combination [5].
Ren Guan-wen (2008) put forward the new idea of developing landscape real estate and constructing landscape city, 
and demonstrated that landscape real estate and urbanization affect each other interactively [6]. 
This paper based on the ancient capital of Xi’an as object of study, focuses on the relativity analysis of tourism,
real estate industry and other related industries, makes the empirical research of the typical urban landscape 
engineering of Xi’an on real estate price, and provides the basis for their combination.
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2. Correlation analysis of tourism and real estate industry in Xi’an
2.1. Correlation analysis principle and related industry of tourism and real estate
Correlation analysis means if two or more things are connected in some way, then one of them can be predicted
by other things. Its essence is the geometric analysis of the time series that reflect factors variation. Its purpose is to 
seek which factors are the main factors and to which degree these factors impact in the system development process
[7].
Tourism have a number of related industries, and it has driven the development of catering industry, hotel 
accommodation, transportation and business, and tourism landscape engineering has driven the development of real 
estate industry, business and services, then promoted the development of construction related industry. This paper 
mainly focuses on the tourism and real estate industries which are closed related with each other, and studies the 
related relation between two major industrial groups.
2.2. Index selection
This paper focuses on the related relation of tourism, real estate industry and other related industries in Xi'an, by 
studying the tourism, real estate, construction, business, catering industries index and Xi’an macro economic data.
Followed the scientificity, integrity, pertinence and maneuverability principles, this paper has chose 16 indexes.
Specific indicators as follows:
Tourism: Total Tourism Earning (main index) reflects the overall development level of the tourism in Xi'an.
Real estate industry: Five indexes are selected, such as Investment Funds of Real Estate, Sales Income of 
Commercialized Buildings, Average Selling Prices of Commercialized Buildings, Floor Space of Commercialized 
Buildings Sold, and Domestic Loan of Real Estate Investment, which reflect the development level of real estate 
industry from the aspect of attention's degree, commercialized buildings sales' condition, real estate prices and 
capital sources in xi 'an region.
Construction industry: Three indexes are selected, such as Total Output Value of Construction, Value-added of 
Construction and Number of Engineering under Construction.
Transportation industry: Two indexes are selected, such as Passenger Traffic and Number of Passengers Carried.
Business and services industry: Two indexes are selected, such as Total Retail Sales of Consumer Goods and 
Business Revenue of Catering Trade.
Macro economic indexes: Three indexes are selected, such as Per Capita GDP, Total Government Revenue and 
Per Capita Annual Disposable Income of Urban Households. The three indexes can reflect the overall development 
level of economic in a region.
2.3. Correlation analysis
This paper selects the reference sequence and comparative sequence index at first, and then chooses “Pearson”
correlation coefficient to study their correlation [7].Calculation formula of correlation coefficient is as follows.
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Where Total Tourism Earning is selected as the reference sequence, denoted as:
X0(t)={X0(1),X0(2),Ă,X0(k),Ă,X0
Where t is the time; k is the certain moment; n is the time quantity. This paper used the 11 years data from 1999 
to 2009. Therefore, t=1,2,Ă,n; n=11.
(n)}
Other indexes are selected as the comparative sequence, denoted as: Xj(t), j=1,2,Ă,15; Represents: Investment 
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Funds of Real Estate(X1), Sales Income of Commercialized Buildings(X2), Average Selling Prices of 
Commercialized Buildings(X3), Floor Space of Commercialized Buildings Sold(X4), Domestic Loan of Real Estate 
Investment(X5), Total Output Value of Construction(X6), Value-added of Construction(X7), Number of 
Engineering under Construction(X8), Passenger Traffic(X9), Number of Passengers Carried(X10), Total Retail Sales 
of Consumer Goods(X11), Business Revenue of Catering Trade(X12), Per Capita GDP(X13), Total Government 
Revenue(X14), Per Capita Annual Disposable Income of Urban Households(X15
According to the formula (1), the correlation coefficient is shown in table 1and table 2.
).
Table 1. The correlation coefficient of tourism and real estate industry.
X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X0 1 .936** .967** .967** .943** .906**
X1 .936** 1 .978** .881** .958** .993**
X2 .967** .978** 1 .909** .991** .959**
X3 .967** .881** .909** 1 .867** .863**
X4 .943** .958** .991** .867** 1 .934**
X5 .906** .993** .959** .863** .934** 1
**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Data source: Xi’an statistical yearbook, China statistic 
yearbook, Xi’an statistical information network.
All of indexes showed a highly positive linear correlation of the Total Tourism Earning from the table 1, and the 
P of two-tailed hypothesis testing were less than the default significant at 0.01 level, so reject the null hypothesis. Its 
influence sequence is as follows: Sales Income of Commercialized Buildings, Average Selling Prices of 
Commercialized Buildings> Floor Space of Commercialized Buildings Sold> Investment Funds of Real Estate>
Domestic Loan of Real Estate Investment.
From the high relevance between tourism and real estate industries, it can be concluded that the tourism industry 
has greater pulling effects to the real estate industry. Where the most affected areas are real estate sales and prices
first, sales volume second, and investment funds third, the minimal impact is domestic credit, but its coefficient 
correlation has exceeded 0.9, so the correlation is very strong.
Although the development of real estate industry has suffered from the influence of national macro economic 
regulation and control policies as well as the financial policy in recent years, tourism has always been strongly 
supported by the State. The vigorous development of the tourism industry has a greater influence on the real estate 
location, and the specific location of real estate are irreplaceable products, thus it leads to the price and turnover rise, 
which provide a broader prospect for the development of interaction between the two industries.
Table 2. The correlation coefficient of tourism and other related industries.
X0 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14 X15
X0 1 .940** .969* .976** .776** .983** .976** .984** .973** .823** .969**
X6 .940** 1 .967** .983** .925** .972** .983** .950** .981** .921** .993**
X7 .969** .967** 1 .975** .850** .983** .979** .965** .980** .865** .980**
X8 .976** .983** .975** 1 .858** .994** .996** .980** .995 .878** .996**
X9 .776** .925** .850** .858** 1 .848** 877** 803** 876** 844** 889**
X10 .983** .972** .983** .994** .848** 1 .996** .987** .995** .839** .990**
X11 .976** .983** .979** .996** .877** .996** 1 .981** .999** .863** .996**
X12 .984** .950** .965** .980** .803** .987** .981** 1 .976** .818** .974**
X13 .973** .981** .980** .995** .876** .995** .999** .976** 1 .864** .995**
X14 .823** .921** .865** .878** .844** .839** .863** .818** .864** 1 .902**
X15 .969** .993** .980** .996** .889** .990** .996** .974** .995** .902** 1
**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Data source: Xi’an statistical yearbook, China statistic yearbook, Xi’an statistical 
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information network.
Tourism related industry and real estate related industry also showed a highly positive linear correlation of the 
Total Tourism Earning from the table 2, and passed the inspection. Especially the indexes of Business Revenue of 
Catering Trade, Number of Passengers Carried and Total Retail Sales of Consumer Goods have the best correlation 
to the Total Tourism Earning. This shows that the development of tourism has the strongest effects to its closely 
related industries, such as business, catering industry, and transportation. Here it should be noted that the correlation 
of Passenger Traffic is the lowest, but still had a higher correlation, achieved 0.776.
Secondly, the Added-Value of the Construction industry, Total Output Value of Construction and Number of 
Engineering under Construction also have a highly correlation to the main index. This is because the development of 
tourist landscape engineering and product has the stronger effect on the location; it can promote the development of 
its surrounding area, and thus stimulate the development of the construction to a certain extent.
Once more, Per Capita GDP, Per Capita Annual Disposable Income of Urban Households and Total Government 
Revenue also have higher correlation of the Total Tourism Earning. This shows that Xi’an tourism has a greater 
effect to the development of economic as a tourist city.
3. The influence of Xi'an typical landscape engineering on the price of real estate industry
Because of the high correlation between the real estate industry and tourism, many cities are taking advantage of 
their comparative advantages and utilize its tourism resources in order to promote the development of the real estate 
industry. Among them, the driving effects of urban typical landscape engineering are very outstanding which 
increase the income of tourism industry and related industries, but also increase the land price of surrounding
landscape engineering .This method is becoming the new way to create the value of the real estate industry. Taking
the price of Xi’an typical landscape engineering estate as the example, we want to explain the influence of the 
driving effects.
3.1. Selection and description of Xi’an typical landscape engineering
Xi’an is known as the historical and cultural city from Zhou dynasty to Tang dynasty, and it is the capital of 13
dynasties during the past 1100 years. In her days, Xi’an enjoyed the imperial prosperity as the capital and also 
reserved numerous historical landscape engineering. After repairing and recreating, the landscape engineering which 
mix the modern landscape engineering and the modern elements together bring the feeling of ‘shocking the
compatriots, surprising the world’.
This article selects the Xi’an typical landscape engineering or landscape engineering areas as the inspection 
object, including Qujiang New District and Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park. There are two reasons: firstly, the two 
places which have strong representative and the embodiment of the comparative advantages are the key landscape 
engineering construction in Xi’an. Secondly, from the time dimension speaking, two place landscape engineering
which have higher reference value are all built after 2000 years, and at the same time, long time span also reduce the 
time lag of its impetus delayed the effect.
Qujiang New District formerly called Xi’an Qujiang tourist resort which is approved to be one of the provincial 
resorts by government in 1993. In July 2003, it’s renamed ‘Qujiang New District’. They include the national 4A 
scenic area. Qujiang is the representative the glorious age of tang poetry meteorology typical of the tang dynasty
which is a treasure trove of culture and arts, but also the crest of Xi’an city landscape engineering of typical in 
Qujiang model, Also it is that becomes the coordinated development of travel resources and representatives of real 
estate that widely discussed.
Xi’an Startup the Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park site area protection project in October 2007, with a planning 
area of 19.16 square kilometer. Its core areas include The Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park national site park which 
covers an area of 3.2 square kilometers. The Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park is world-famous tang palace which is 
the most splendid buildings. It is also called the east garden architectural art outstanding delegates to be known as 
the east temple on The Silk Road. The Qujiang New District was the typical corpus of landscape engineering. In this
area the main landscape engineering were constructed from 2002 to 2008, which has created the myth of “the 
Qujiang speed” referring to the development speed, and has also created a crazy rate of rise in the land price. The
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price of the Qujiang New District rose dramatically from 300,000 Yuan each acre in 2002 to 3,000,000 Yuan each 
acre in 2007.
3.2. Typical landscape engineering in the peripheral real estate analyzing the impact of price changes
The Qujiang New District was the typical corpus of landscape engineering. In this area the main landscape 
engineering were constructed from 2002 to 2008, which has created the myth of “Qujiang speed” referring to the 
development speed, and has also created a crazy rate of rise in the land price. The land price of the Qujiang New 
District rose dramatically from 300,000 Yuan each acre in 2002 to 3,000,000 Yuan each acre in 200, see Fig 1[8].
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Fig. 1. The trend of price about Qujiang New District
In 2007, the Qujiang New District has already surmounted the other regions of the South as well as high-tech
zones, and it became the gold area with the most expensive land price in Xi’an, see Fig 2[9].
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Fig. 2 Xi’an each area room all valence contrast in 2007.
We can see from the chart that in the Qujiang New District, the even price is obviously higher than that of other 
regions. Simultaneously, fast growth of the Qujiang house price is not only decided by the general fast growth of
Xi'an house price, but also by the development of the Qujiang pattern that is “cultural + real estate”. In the area the 
landscape engineering, particularly culture landscape engineering, have been unceasingly completed, which has 
promoted its house price to grow at a high speed. Figure three is the contrast situation about Qujiang tectonic plates 
and the housing even price in Xi’an from 2003 to 2008, see Fig 3.
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Fig.3. Data source: China statistic yearbook, Xi’an real estate information nets.
As we can see from the chart that during 2003-2008, the housing price of the Qujiang area is obviously higher 
than housing even price in Xi’an. 2009 and 2010 can be regarded as the gold time of real estate during this period, 
house price of the Qujiang New District outshines others. In 2009, because product price of the Qujiang mansion 
class is pulled up, house price in Qujiang generally climbs all the year and the increase scope reaches 1166 
Yuan/square meter and this increase tops other areas in Xi’an. According to the data gathered by Shaanxi marketing 
department of the rich magnificent real estate, in 2009 the Qujiang housing finalized a deal with the even price 
breaking through 8000 Yuan/square meters, in 2010 the even price of Qujiang real estate breaks through 10000 
Yuan/square meters, and the house price of individual estate breaks through 30000 Yuan/square meters. The 
increase scope is astonishing. According to Comparison between 4913 Yuan/square meters in 2009 and 5398 
Yuan/square meter in 2010, we can draw a conclusion that the geographical superiority is extremely obvious.
In addition to that, the impetus effects caused by the landscape engineering to its house price have been 
increasingly obvious and the most obvious effects refer to the continuous emergence and constant intensity of limit 
policy about real estate in the latter part of 2010. Under this kind of environment, house prices of the Qujiang New 
District still displayed a strong growth, obviously surpassing other cities. The following chart is about increase 
scope situation of house price that is drawn from statistics about selling price of the fourth quarter in 2010.House 
price of the Qujiang New District is still far ahead, see Fig 4[10].
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Fig.4.The increase scope situation of house price of the fourth quarter in 2010.
In the chart we can see that in the fourth quarter, house price of each square meter increases by 775 Yuan in
Qujiang, far surpassing other city tectonic plates.
The Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park once verifies that landscape engineering can bring impetus effect to the 
peripheral house price in the scenic area .Before the Ming Dynasty palace ruins constructed, because of the position 
influence, house price of the ruins area is lower than the Xi'an even price continuously. But since preparation, its 
price has started to rise to reach the even price in Xi’an, see Fig 5.
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source: China statistic yearbook, Xi’an real estate information nets
But this kind of condition only maintains to the beginning of 2009. Since Ming Dynasty palace Ruins Park was 
completed, this tectonic plate estate has highlighted along with the real estate market changing better and the region 
value has pulled up the selling price from 3500-4500 Yuan/square meter at the beginning of 2009 to 5000-7000 
Yuan/square meter in 2010.When Ruins Park opens in October, even price of tectonic plate has amounted to 7000 
multi-dimensional/square meters. Comparing with 6000 Yuan/square meter in Xi’an, the increase is very obvious.
Based on the above analysis, we can see the impetus effects that the landscape engineering have on the peripheral 
land value, and house price. Xi'an, as the ancient capital of 13 dynasties, has a lot of cultural landscape engineering.
Thus reasonable development of the scenic resources to promote house price has became a successful case of
utilizing own comparative superiority to sell city land as well as making contribution to the promotion of city image.
4. Conclusion  
This article draws some conclusions through a relatively analysis of Xi'an tourism and real estate industry. First, 
the tourism landscape engineering has a great effect on the real estate industry, and the most obvious effect is on the 
development of the real estate industry position, especially the real estate price. Next, the development of tourism
landscape engineering has a remarkable impact on the closely related industriesˉcommercial, the food and 
beverage industry and the transportation shipping industry as well as real estate industry .Finally, the development 
of tourism landscape engineering in the typical city has a strong position effect, which can lead its peripheral land 
price and the real estate price to rise well, and then promote the development of peripheral real estate industry.
Under these effects, various cities, according to own comparative superiority, develop own city tourist resources, 
constructs typical landscape engineering, guides the property developer to develop peripheral land of the scenic area
reasonably, strengthens the protection and the development of the ecological environment and the humanities 
resources ,makes the tourist and the inhabitant glad to sightsee or live, makes it to be the driving force for the city 
real estate industry in order to lead the urban economy to develop.
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